Lesson 2 Genesis 1 – 3
STUDY QUESTIONS:
1. Note the order of creation in chapter one. Is there an explanation for
the light that is created before the sun or moon? What kind of truth is
this story claiming? Historic, scientific, theological? What is scriptural
truth?
2. Note that there are two inspired stories of creation: Genesis 1:1‐24, and
2:5‐2:35. How do they differ? How do they complement each other?
3. These three chapters lay down the truth of mankind’s origins in story
form. What do these symbols stand for? 1) the garden, 2) Adam
(mankind) made of dust, 3) Eve made from Adam’s rib, 4) The Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil, 5) The Command of God and forbidden fruit,
6) naming the animals, 7) the Serpent, 8) hiding from God, 9) nakedness
and clothing, 10) the curses, 11) flaming sword and angel, 12) Tree of Life.
4. What is the difference in relationship between God and mankind before
and after the act of disobedience? Between man and woman?
Psalm 104 and prayer.(Each class time begins with a student
reading a psalm, followed by prayer to the Holy Spirit by the teacher.

Genesis helps us understand the world today. Pope John
Paul II writes, “A non‐Catholic philosopher once said to me, ‘You know,
I just can’t stop myself reading and rereading and thinking over the first
three chapters of Genesis. And indeed it seems to me that unless one
does so reflect upon that fundamental ensemble of facts and situations
it becomes extremely difficult ‐ if not impossible ‐ to understand men
and the world. These are the key to understanding the world today.”
The Bible opens with an amazing presentation of who Man is, what
creation is, and what has happened on this earth that made God’s
salvation necessary ‐ all in three short chapters. Not beginning with
small facts and slowly building, the Bible opens with a whole drama
that holds the key, as the Pope says, to understanding men and the
world, and all of the Bible that follows. By the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, this complexity is contained in a deceptively simple and brief
story. That story we call “myth,” not as we said last week because it is
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untrue, but because it is heavily layered deep truth emerging from pre‐
history.
Bible myth does not mean legend. Myths come out of the
distant past and are told and retold over thousands of years of history.
to explain deep and profound things about the origins of Man and the
mystery of God. C.S. Lewis satisfactorily explains that the Truth,
embedded from the beginning in the subconscious of Man, emerges in
myth. Even pagan myths have this element because what they express
in imaginative and pictorial representation, like the recurring theme of
the resurrected god, is of such a Reality that it is ordained to become
historic fact. The light of the Incarnation is so intense that it casts its
unmistakable shadow both onto the future and into the past.
In
Genesis we plunge into the most profound things from the first. These
early chapters are multi‐dimensional myths impregnated with eternal
truth by the Holy Spirit. They are inspired by the Spirit and can be
studied again and again with no possibility of depleting the meaning to
be gained. To survey them in a matter of one lesson is not to scratch the
surface. As the other lessons unfold we will go back to this lesson many
times. Each time the language will become more familiar, and the
concepts clearer. The great problem of the ages is stated in these three
chapters, and the rest of the Bible tells how the problem is solved.
“And there was light” ‐ God is light. He, therefore, begins all light,
enlightenment, knowledge, understanding, power. This “light” has
nothing to do with sun or moon. It is “theological”, the “science of God”
light. We may yet see that scientific truth echoes this “spiritual” truth ‐
as, indeed, it must. Science now says that the universe was created by a
Big Bang ‐ an explosion of hydrogen gas which was, to say the least, all
light. The Bible, however, is not interested so much in historic or
scientific truth as it is in the Truth about God and Man. Scripture uses
history and sometimes science, to put forward their contribution to the
fundamental truth, but it never pretends to teach either history or
science. Yet, it often does a very good job of both.
Telling the truth about the ordering of creation, the sacred author
did not mean seven days to be literal. He meant to tell with inspired

poetry the truth about the ordering of creation. God created in an
orderly way the great epochs ‐ that of the physical world, its vegetation,
its animals, and then as a climax to this beautiful material environment
He made mankind in His own image. Mankind, male and female, was
given dominion over it all, to rule it in cooperation with the Divine
Will, to use it in creativity of joy and for their own God‐centered
purposes. God created purposefully. Creation did not just happen by
chance in an unguided, mechanistic, purposeless evolution.
There are two stories of creation. The first Genesis story is a general
overview of the whole creation process in which mankind is the apex.
The second creation story is a close‐up view of creation with emphasis
on mankind. In the first, mankind is shown to be made up of two
equals, man and woman. In the second, just how these equals relate is
told us; that the one, though equal, is dependent upon the other. It will
be seen that these complementary stories make a complete state‐ment
of all possible relationships, man and woman, mankind and God, and
that these two relationships parallel each other.
The symbolism of Genesis carries at least these ideas.
1) garden ‐ delight (EDEN) perfection, completeness, fruitfulness,
beauty of the created world.
2) Adam (mankind) is made of dust. Physically, Man is made of the
same elements as the rest of creation. He is one with creation and then
infused by the Holy Spirit.
3) Eve is made from Adam, dependent upon, adaptive to one flesh, and
the man’s completion. One thing made two.
4) Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil ‐ freedom to choose ‐ there must
be an alternative to God’s will if Man is to be free. Following God’s will
is one choice; the other, deciding (knowledge of good and evil) what is
best for one’s self.
5) The command of God and forbidden fruit. Hearing and heeding is
required, also faith and obedience. Taking the forbidden thing is
symbolic of disobedience to God’s will and turning to one’s own.
6) naming the animals ‐ nature is given over primarily to man to order
and explore (scientific inquiry), but also in the overview, secondarily to
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]\the woman as well. Woman, however, has a prior responsibility ‐ to
bear and care for progeny.
7) the serpent ‐ personified evil in the world. Satan, the authority man
and woman chose, made him the Prince of this World.
8) hiding from God ‐ the guilt of disobedience
9) nakedness and clothing ‐ innocence is gone, instead of oneness there
is separation and cover‐up.
10) curses ‐ man has turned from God. No longer does mankind heed
God in his attempt to rule the earth. Sowing the wind, he will reap what
he has sown.
11) the flaming sword and the angel. Paradise is not available to
mankind on mankind’s terms. Man is turned away by his own choice ‐
there is now an insurmountable separation between God and man.
12) the Tree of Life ‐ eternal life was to be his gift; it is now lost to
mankind.
Mankind is created to be the friend of God. The understanding that
these symbols give us is that mankind was once friends with God, living
in delightful perfection, but he lost that friendship by listening to an
enemy who led him to disobey his Creator. By exercising the freedom
He gave them to choose for themselves what is good and bad, man and
woman decided at Satan’s instigation to no longer listen to or heed God,
but to be their own judges of their course through life. By turning from
God to their own naming of right and wrong, they lost the special
supernatural and preternatural gifts of the Spirit, and brought guilt into
their lives, followed by death ‐ all the result of their separation from
God. Guilt and shame, deception and pretense replace innocence.
Eternal life is lost. The difference in the relationship between God and
Man before and after the Fall is obvious. Friendship and equality give
way to law and separation. The same drastic change occurs between
man and woman. Woman is put under man’s rule, their equal
relationship disappears, and he is compelled to provide for himself and
his family the hard way.
This is the catastrophe on Planet Earth. In the first lesson Lewis was
quoted about a dreadful happening on our earth. We are examining the
stories of the beginning to see what God’s inspired word says accounts
for the break in communication with Him and the rest of an obedient

universe and made this place, beautiful planet that it is, enemy
occupied territory. Who is mankind meant to be? How and why did
God create you and me. It is a Mystery, but somehow we are all
involved in this myth. It is as if you and I were there and took part in
this story. We seem to know that once we were part of a perfect plan.
Somehow we know deep in our unconscious mind that we don’t belong
on this earth the way it is, that we have a perfect home somewhere that
we long for with inexpressible feeling. The nostalgic feelings we have,
and I think they are especially strong in the last summer days of
September, are longings for that final home. Often we go through life
looking for something we can’t put our finger on. We can’t find it
because it is that Perfect home, the bliss of the Garden of Delight from
which we have fallen ‐ this is part of the mystery of the first three
chapters of Genesis.
Why does the sacred author write about God in the plural?Genesis
1 :2 “God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and
let them have dominion . .. Isn’t this interesting? Where did this plural
form of the word “God” come from? Certainly the Hebrew story tellers
who used this plural form of the word “god,” “Elohim,” did not conceive
of God as more than one. They were absolutely convinced that the God
who had revealed Himself to them and about whom the stories were
told was One God. The Jews have clung to the belief in God’s
monolithic being.
One God was essential to Jewish belief. Faith in One God kept them
from falling into all the errors of the false religions prevalent around
them. It was the revelation with which the True God began the
foundation of a faith without error. “The Lord God is One,” contrasted
with the polyglot of gods found in non‐revealed religion. But God also
reserved from the beginning buds in the sure growth of faith that would
carry a further revelation of Three Persons in One God when the time
was right for their development. Inability to extend this belief kept the
Jews from accepting Jesus as God. The plural form of the word “God” is
strange, therefore, in the context of a Jewish faith‐writing. Perhaps it
was there for any number of human reasons, perhaps the editorial “we”
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that Presidents use, or that the Pope may use: “We are guardians of
something given.” For whatever reason, the Holy Spirit had in this
undeveloped bud of plural forms a purpose that would be clear in time.
And, importantly, it is in a triune‐unity image that mankind is made.
Diagrams are helpful, but . .We can best describe this by the
diagrams that accompany this lesson. Whenever we begin to diagram
God with squares,, triangles, circles, or whatever forms we use, we are
really intruding on holy ground with our little concepts and small
minds. Though it seems presumptuous, I believe that God honors and
furthers our attempts to learn the truth about Him. This is a tool for
small minds, but it is helpful. With that tremendous limitation in mind,
we will draw God! See the accompanying diagram.
We have more revealed truth than the sacred writer. The first
rectangle is Godhead. Though the ancient Hebrews who passed on this
story over the centuries did not know it, Jesus revealed God’s nature,
and our 2000 year history in the Church has developed a mature
knowledge about the Trinity. We know that God is not monolithic
(fig.1), depicted by one rectangle, but in Godhead are three Persons
(fig.2). There is the Person of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
You will notice that we have a particular arrangement for these Persons.
That is because each has a special role.When people are asked which
Person is symbolized by the first square, they reply, “The Father.” The
Father is the Source, the Initiator and Bestower of everything that is. He
is even the source of the Son. That is what the relationship of Father
and Son means. Yet, unlike our human experience of fathers and sons,
in the case of God, the Father never existed without the Son. Father and
Son in the Trinity do not mean that one existed first, rather, that they
have a particular relationship. One is Initiator, and the other is
Responder. One sends, the other is sent. One is the source, the other is
dependent on the source, and is the expression of the source. These two
cannot be interchanged. Though they have one nature, they are polar ‐
ob‐positioned Persons within that one nature, just as initiative and
response are ob‐positioned.

How can polar Persons be One Being? How are opposites (not
opposed in nature, but in position) to be united? That is a philosophical
problem. In the Holy Trinity, the mystery of unity centers in the Holy
Spirit. The unifying Person is the Third Person, The Holy Spirit. How
does the Third Person, the Holy Spirit unify? There’s no answer to how,
except the mystery of personal love. We know that He is proclaimed to
be the Person of Love, and that He is “Sent” by both the Father and the
Son. St. Bernard called Him “the kiss” between the Father and the Son.
We have two Persons, ob‐positioned, facing toward each other,
opposites, the one the initiator and the other the responder, and
uniting them, the Holy Spirit.
Mankind is created in the Triune image. Now verse, 1:27 goes on to
say, “So God created man (mankind) in His own image He created him.”
And so we draw another rectangle “in the image” of the first (fig.3). This
rectangle is Mankind ‐ again, one nature. This nature ‐Personhood is
unique in creation; a center of volition, of self‐consciousness, mind and
emotion. In examining our nature as animals, we discern this amazing
thing of personhood, and we may extrapolate and view the omnipotent
Person of God, in whose image Man is created with awe. Further, within
this one nature of human personhood, in recognition of the Trinity, we
expect to find three persons. The first, in the image of the Creator, is
initiator. the man. The second, opposite the man, is responder. the
woman. But where is a third person?
The Holy Spirit unites the opposites. In Perfection the same Person
of Unity joined these opposites; He who in Himself is the Unity of the
Holy Trinity. Mankind enjoyed the wonderful Perfection of a nature
that was infused by the Holy Spirit. The original holy nature of mankind
is something that we have never experienced on this earth except in two
people, the Blessed Mary and her Son, Jesus. Because of them we are all
destined to be raised to enjoy that holy nature once again. Perfectly,
man and woman are united in the Third Person. This is why Catholic
couples come before the altar of God to be joined in a Third Person; the
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marriage is then complete. The Holy Spirit enables the two to become
One. Without Him this cannot be. The process of annulment simply
looks at this union to see if it was defective from the first, and never a
sacramental marriage. The third person might have been food, or
alcohol, or any number of things, but it was not the Holy Spirit who,
invited into the marriage, bonded the two eternally before God.
Without acknowledging the Holy Spirit, the sexes experience painfully
the ob position of male and female. Opposites do not hang together
easily. A controversial study, the Hite Report, confirms woman’s ancient
complaint that she is not heard and never appreciated. She wants man
to be like her, or she wants to be like man. She often fights her ob‐
positioned role. Unifying opposites is a philosophical, psychological
problem. (Carl Jung spent a lifetime trying to find the unifier of the
opposites, even as the old alchemists worked with the lapis lazuli stone
to bring elements into a unity that would become pure gold.) In this
day and age we see just how difficult it is for man and woman to stay
together. Over the ages they were bound by the social glue that is the
law of God, but now the law has been chucked, and there is no glue.
Mythical language carries many layers of meaning. Like dream
language, in myths we cannot pin down time sequences. First things
seem to come last, things come in on us from all directions and from all
times without logical order, and words that seem to be meaning one
thing in one place mean another when placed in another context.
Strange things happen and the normal rules do not hold. So in myth the
language may take on second and third meanings. Take the case of the
word Adam which in Hebrew means “mankind” or Man. In the first
creation story “mankind” is the meaning of Adam. God created
mankind, not just the male, in His image. We can see this is true for the
verse goes on to say, “In the image of God He created him male and
female he created them. “ In Hebrew the same pronoun is used for both
of the words in bold type. In other words, the translators had to decide
which form of the pronoun to use because in either case it could be
“him” or “them.” They are interchangeable. So mankind, is Adam ‐
either him, or them depending upon whether you are thinking of the
whole (the entire rectangle ‐ him), or a part (the two squares ‐ them ‐
fig.3). God then gave to mankind, both man and woman, dominion over
all He had created.

The perfect plan of God is that we be one with Him. If this were all
there was to relationship in a perfect world, it would have been
marvelous enough, but this is not all, in fact it just begins to open the
wonderful truth. God is sharing with mankind His own happiness in
creating him in His image. He is sharing with mankind the bliss of the
union of the opposites and the creativity of union. Ecstasy and creativity
in the union of opposites! Creation comes about by the action of the
Father through the Son. As the creed states, “I believe in one Lord, Jesus
Christ, the Only Begotten Son of God, born of the Father before all ages,
God from God, Light from Light, true God from true God, begotten, not
made, consubstantial with the Father. Through him all things were
made. For us men and for our salvation he came down from heaven.” In
this relationship bestowed on them by God, man and woman have the
wonder of pure love, and unlimited happiness in each other, and share
in God’s creativity by bringing new persons into the world. It is this
marvel that God has shared with mankind in creating him like Himself,
a triune unity. By manifesting this great mystery, Man, male and female,
glorify God. Glorify ‐ that is, they represent God in reflecting His
splendor and radiance, and in so doing, reveal His celestial beauty,
goodness and truth for His adoration by the whole creation.
Union with God means order. We have a way of talking about the
Holy Trinity by numbering of the Persons ‐ the First Person, the Second
Person, and the Third Person. We may also number the persons of the
second triune unity ‐ Mankind; again, first, second and Third persons.
Does this have anything to do with good, better and best? No, it is
simply necessary ordering. If it had to do with value, would the Holy
Spirit be the least of all? If we insist that order means value, Jesus
himself taught us that the first would be last, and the last, first. )
Equality has a very particular meaning. Even this does not exhaust
the layers of relationship in the Divine imaging. We have a further, dare
we say, greater, union of ecstasy and creativity. It is the union formed
by the Holy Spirit in joining Godhead to mankind in a
relationship that is like Husband and wife. In this final triune unity
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brought into existence by the love of God, Godhead is the First Person,
mankind is the second, and unifying them is again the Holy Spirit ‐ a
new unsurpassed union of creativity and ecstasy is formed (fig. 4). The
mind‐ boggling thing about this new unity in Perfection (and we must
always remember that we are talking about the garden of Eden before
the Fall), is that to be a partner with God, mankind is treated as His
equal. How can this be? Equals? It means that you and I have been
created to a given equality with God. This is according to the testimony
of scripture, extolled by the Fathers, and is affirmed by the saints.
(Among them, John of the Cross in his meditation on the Song of
Songs). This is the most fantastic thing of all. Mankind is meant from
the first to be wedded to God as His spouse by God’s own action. For
this union, Man, male and female, is endowed with gifts beyond his
human nature ‐ the classical supernatural and preternatural gifts which
each student should find a reference to understand. These Holy Spirit
gifts of grace lift human nature to union with the Divine. We are graced
with an equality of perfection suitable for union with the Perfection of
God. We can never be God. It is not that kind of equality which must
be carefully defined. We cannot exchange places ‐ the thought is
blasphemous. We are always second persons to God ‐ wholly
dependent upon Him. We can initiate nothing without God.
Everything we have we have received from Him including His gift of
equality to Himself. This equality of perfection, alas, has been lost in the
Fall with the loss of the Spirit’s supernatural and preternatural gifts.
It is necessary that we be free. Now into this perfect relationship, this
perfect scheme for the ordering and functioning of the created world,
there had to be one more element for happiness to reign. This element
was necessary for God and mankind to have a perfect relationship.
Mankind was created to be freely free. He was created to be the second
person, and the attitude of the second person to the first in each case is
the same ‐ a stance of open adoring, open receiving, of God. In human
posture it would be with the arms outward to accept, to receive and
respond. God could have created the second person so that that was the
only possible stance. He could have made it impossible for His creature
to do anything but adore and receive Him, but only spontaneous love
gives happiness, anything else did not reflect God’s love. An automatic

stance of obedience would have given no joy to mankind because he
would have been a creature without choice, without free will. In order
for this relationship to be really perfect, the man and woman must have
freedom to choose their stance to God as receivers of Him and
responders to Him by their own free will, or perhaps to choose not to
receive or respond.
Woman is the microcosm of the stance of response. The same was
true for the woman in her relationship to the man. Their relation‐ship
was a microcosm of the relationship of Father and Son. She was created
to be a responder, but in order for that to have meaning she must have
the freedom to choose to be what she was created to be. The symbol of
this freedom to choose something other than God’s will is the Tree of
the Knowledge of Good and Evil. If mankind no longer chooses to
follow God’s ordering or heed God’s plan, there is another possibility.
Woman is the first responder, so turning away from a stance of
response is first of all her possibility. She can look out for herself and
pronounce independently what she thinks is for her own “good” and
what for her is “evil”. She may choose what she thinks is best for herself,
and no longer look to God for all that is good. She may turn, if she wills
it, away from this open armed stance and go over there to that tree, eat
of the forbidden fruit, and “do her own thing.” A choice must to be
there in order that freedom is there. Freedom is the essential medium
for perfect love.
Dominion without sin was God’s plan. If mankind had chosen it, he
could have had the dominion of the world in right order ‐ all the
scientific possibilities to explore with unmarred creativity, thinking
God’s thoughts after Him and obeying His Holy Will. Because of the
Spirit’s gifts, he had perfect intelligence, a holy will, and a full emotional
life without sickness, sin or death.
God had created other beings to serve Him. And one of them, a
being of great intelligence and power, called Lucifer, the Light‐bearer,
rebelled against God in the spiritual realm. He came into this perfect
scheme of unblemished earth bearing rebellion, and was determined to
gain control of earth and cause the glorifying of God to cease. God had
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left an opening to his rebellious work by granting mankind freedom,
and by leaving choices open ‐ that Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.
Now, where would this Enemy of God attack in order to break up the
perfect scheme of love? What must be torn apart to break these perfect
relationships? Given that these persons have freedom to do other than
love and obey, who must be taught a different attitude, a different
stance? Of course, it is the one who is the total responder ‐ the wholly
obedient one. He must break down the stance of response and
obedience if he wishes to destroy these perfect relationships. So it is to
the woman that the Evil One comes, to begin his destructive work. He
slips in the element of doubt never before intruded in perfect thoughts,
“Did God say?” It echoes darkly down through the ages to this very
moment.
The temptation began with implanting distrust of Authority. Well,
come to think of it, Eve had not heard God say. God had spoken to her
husband and her husband had told her of the prohibition about the one
tree. In the second story Eve was not even created when Adam received
the warning (the second creation story must add elements that seem
contrary to the first in order to portray a new level of truth). Why did
the male convey the command? Because the First person is Author,
Source, Initiator, and the Author authorizes and has authority. God
follows His own divine order for the new creature Man, therefore it is
the male, first person, who is given the commands of God as authority ‐
without implication that this is a higher office than the second person
who is blessed by this order. Satan worked to contort the meaning of
this by, “Did God say?” and by scorn of a second person role. Gradually
he wore away, and Eve wasn’t quite sure.
Then Satan insinuated that God was not treating them as equals.
God was holding out on them, playing power politics. He was a power‐
hungry potentate who merely used them. They could, however, be like
gods themselves. So the second temptation was in place ‐ to think that
to be dependent and to be under command was humiliating and not
prestigious like God’s autonomous position. His autonomous position is
simply beyond any created being’s capability, but envy for it was
implanted into Perfection by Satan. With these envies, Satan managed

to convert, pervert, Eve to his way of thinking ‐ a system of belief that
had already forced him out of the heavenly presence.
The woman was the first to step away from God. This was not
because she was weak, or ignorant, or easy to deceive, but because she
held the most important stance for continuance of Perfection. If there
must be a rating system about these things (and we humans seemingly
must judge), it would seem that woman is not the least important in the
story, but the most important. She has a one way stance of open
reception toward man and God, while the man has a two way stance,
authority toward the woman and responsiveness toward God. (Not that
a man does not respond to his wife ‐ there is a mutuality. We are
demanding fine distinctions. Yet, initiation and authority begins in the
human order with the man.) As one being, man and woman share all
the same attributes; but because they are polar, ob‐positioned, some
attributes are more to be said of the one than the other, and response is
more to be said of the woman.) Therefore the woman must be the
target for the Anti‐word (as Pope John Paul II labels Satan). Yet, and
this is most important ‐ she is also the one who receives the promise.
Salvation History rests in her ‐ she will bring forth a son who will crush
the enemy ‐ “who will crush his head while Satan strikes at his heel.” It
will be her seed. Strange, we usually think of progeny as originating in
the male seed.
The myth is timeless and does not refer only to some distant time in
pre history. Importantly describing the state of Man and the Fall from
grace in the beginning, it continues to describe our problem today.
With Man’s turning from God, all creation came under the bondage of
sin and death. We easily see this story happening again and again.
Woman is attacked by Satan (the spirit of competition and rivalry, of
dissension and desire for power) more today than she has ever been.
God immediately begins to restore perfection. It is a “salvation”
story that the rest of the Bible tells. In it is told God’s work with and for
Man, male and female, to bring him back into the perfection of the
original order. This Bible is the history of salvation (from the root salus
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meaning “health”), a return to wholeness. We will continue this story in
the following scripture lessons.
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Lesson 2 Genesis 1 - 3
Synopsis

1. God creates heaven and earth
the Spirit moves over chaos
God says. . .there is. . .
light declared good
light separated from darkness
day and night
end of first day.
firmament separates waters
waters above, waters below
firmament declared good
end of second day.
waters gathered in one place
dry land called earth
declared good
vegetation appears
fruit and seed declared good
end of third day
lights in the heavens
sun, moon and stars
declared good
end of fourth day
swarms of creatures
in the sea
birds across the firmament
all declared good and
ordered to multiply
end of fifth day
living creatures on the earth
all beasts declared good
Man made in God's image
Man ordered to be fruitful
and multiply
Man given dominion
over creation
everything He made
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declared very good.
end of sixth day
2. heavens and earth finished
God rests on the seventh day
a blessed day is the seventh
generations of the heavens
and earth retold
before the plants had germinated
a mist watered the ground
God formed man from dust
breathed into him
the breath of life
God planted a garden called Eden
man was put there
every good tree there
the tree of life in the midst
also the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil
a river watered Eden
later became four rivers
Pishon, Gihon, Tigris, Euphrates
all the trees good for fruit
but not T of K of G and E
if you eat of it you will die!
not good for man to be alone
God formed the beasts
man named them
none found to be
fit helper for man
God put man to sleep
took one of his ribs
and made woman
this is flesh of my flesh
a man leaves father and mother
cleaves to his wife
they become one flesh.
nakedness is not shameful
3 . serpent is most subtle
says to the woman

Genesis 1 - 3 Synopsis

"Did God say ...?"
not to eat of T of K of G and E
you shall not die
it will make you like God
knowing good and evil
woman rationalizes
good for food
delight to the eyes
desired for wisdom
she ate and gave some
to Adam to eat
shame enters
they cover themselves
God walks in the garden
Adam and Eve hide
because they are naked
"Who told you
you were naked?"
"the woman gave me fruit
and I ate"
"the serpent beguiled me
and I ate"
Serpent: cursed above
all other animals
on its belly it shall go
to eat dust
all the days of its life
enmity between
the serpent and woman
enmity between the serpent's seed
and woman's seed
her seed shall bruise his head
the serpent shall bruise his heel
woman: pain in childbearing
yet desire for her husband
he shall rule over you
Adam: cursed is the ground
because of you
you shall toil in order to eat

thorns and thistles will hinder
in sweat shall you eat bread
you shall return to dust
Eve named
mother of all living
God clothes them
with animal skins
Man, knowing good and evil
cannot live forever
sent out of the garden
cherubim to guard
the tree of life
with flaming sword

Lesson 2 Genesis 1 - 3 Outline
I. Background of Genesis
A."Genesis" means "beginning"
1.first of the "five books of Moses" known as the Pentateuch
2.also known as the Torah and the Law
3.though fleshed out, the bones are accredited to Moses
a. God spoke to Moses as to no other O.T. man
b. the full Torah developed around ancient traditions, oral stories some
written early, some later
c. it took its final form during the exile (6th C B.C.) under the hands of
priestly writers
B. Chapters one thru eleven are based in prehistoric myth
1. myth in Scripture is truth because it is inspired by the Holy Spirit
2. more insight into God and man than a collection of historical fact
3. symbolism layered with transcendent meaning
4. deals with things more profound than archaeologists, historians,
geologists
5. interprets existence and the purpose of life
6. tells us who we are, where we should be going, what we ought to be doing, and
why we cannot do it.
7. these eleven chapters set the stage for the whole drama
II. Creati on o f the Univ ers e
A. Poetic construction of the narrative
1. ordered pattern of words
2. consistent endings, "God saw that it was good."
"There was evening, there was morning .. "
B. The manner of creation
1. God is bringing order out of formless void
2. the Spirit of God moves above the chaos
3. God's word goes forth and creates, "Let there be .
4. the Creed says "by the Father, through the Son all things were made"
C. Order of Creation, all is "good"
1. first day - light and darkness
2. second day - a "firmament"of the dome of sky, with water above and below
3. third day - dry land and seas, vegetation
4. fourth day - sun, moon and stars
5. fifth day - swarms of living creatures, birds
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6. sixth day - animals and man
a. mankind given dominion over the earth
b. this is very good
7. seventh day - God rested and the day hallowed
III. Creation of Mankind
A. First creation story 1:26-27 is the overview 1.
mankind is created in God's image a. a
triune God creates
1) "us" the Hebrew plural is used in reference to God in this
passage
a) yet the Hebrews believe in a monolithic God - ONE
b) so they write here more than they know
2) we know God to be Father and Son united in the Holy Spirit
a) ob-positional Persons
(1) the Father is the source, initiator.
(2) the Son is the receiver, and is dependent
(3) these stances cause them to face each other, which is the
meaning of "ob-positioned"
b) they are equals and each has all the attributes of each
c) fully God, they have non-exchangeable places
(1) some attributes are more to be said of one than the
other
(2) but both have all the attributes of Godhead
3) the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Love and Unity
a) a Person
b) in this Person the Two ob-positioned Persons are One (1)
opposites are united in the Holy Spirit
4) Pope John Paul II writing of this says (Encyclical Dominum
Vivificantem, section 3) 'Can one hold that the plural which the
Creator uses here is speaking of himself already in some way
suggests the Trinitarian mystery, the presence of the Trinity in
the work of the creation of man?"
b."He created him" (Man) a triune unity in His own image and likeness 1)
"male and female He created them"
a) also in ob-position united by a Third Person, the Holy Spirit
b) equals sharing all the same attributes
c) but polar with distinguishable roles

d) cannot exchange positions
2) Man, male and female, created with mind, emotion, will (the soul or
psyche) which is the gift of Personhood
c. God shared Personhood with Man, and the dynamics of the Trinity 1)
two ob-positioned persons united in One Person
a) this is the source of creativity and ecstasy
b) this is the heart of the Trinity shared with Man 2.
this story is replayed in Genesis chapter 5
a. "when God created man, He made him in the likeness of God"
b. "male and female He created them
c. and He blessed them and named them Man when they were created"
1) Man, Adam, refers to both sexes
2) the pronouns him and them are interchangeable B.
Second creation story 2:4-3:24 is a close-up
1. the close-up charged with other truths that are to be merged with the other
2. development of the relationship of man and woman
a. man here means the male - Adam
1) first story said man and woman were created at the same time
which must be held in tension alongside these new insights
2) that the two are equals in everything is to be kept in mind while
absorbing this new information
3) the man has dominion over creation
a) woman shares this dominion
b) her primary function is procreation and family
c) man's dominion is shown by naming the animals
4) more than dominion, man needs woman for his own completion
5) in the order of creation, governance is given to the man
a) woman is not yet created in this story
b) all of God's commands come through the man to her
b. woman made from the rib of man
1) she is dependent upon man as the Son is dependent upon the
Father
a) dependence does not infer inequality, merely a relationship
2) she is of the same nature
3) under his arm tells her position
a) one of protection
b) close to his heart in love
c. man and woman are
one flesh
d. they are naked but unashamed
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IV. The Enemy of Perfection
A. Hints about Satan's origins come from tradition
1. an archangel.
2. great in intelligence
3, used his freedom to rebel against God
4. hatred of obedience, submission and the role of response
5. wants only autonomy and has enough power to challenge God.
B. The serpent form is symbolic
C. Woman's stance, wholly responsive to man and God, is loathsome to Satan
1. Edith Stein says,"it is not that woman was more easily induced to evil, but
because the nature of the temptation was in itself of greater significance for
her."p.62 Woman.
.
2. woman is the epitome in body and psyche of the divine principle-thai
yielding and submission bring fruitfulneeS
3. woman is the quintessential enemy of Satan
a. he violently denies and rejects the principle that describes her being
b. he is totally dedicated to effacing it from earth'
c. if successful in destroying woman's meaning, he will have thwarted
God
1) obedience of His creatures is necessary for Perfection to
continue
a) woman is the epitome of the obedient, responsive stang -e
b) mankinei'S obedience to God is dependent upoother,"
2) God is the Author, and all legitimate authority ultimately is His
a)if woman grasps the other role she will continually undo and
deny God's authority
b)this is Satan's plan to thwart God's authorship of all creations
D. Satan must have had great difficulty in tempting her
1. perfection (Eden) met every need and desire of the perfect man and
woman
2. he first draws her attention to the fact that she'did not hear God' say any of the
commands
a. implies that the man's word must be taken at face value - should she
believe it?
b. why wasn't she told as well ?
1)1implying that he who orders has some kind of inside track)
2)/ .
ArilliNg distrust, jealousy, and envy of authority

